The Right Visibility for the Right Audience
Within any organization, different departments need different information about data flows
in order to make informed and intelligent business decisions. For example, while IT may
focus on ensuring the data pipes are open and flowing, a business user is worried about
whether the order from their largest customer came in accurately and on time.
Whether you need visibility into summary information on file movement or detailed
information on the status of a file from your most important customer, Cleo Dashboards
provide the visibility you need to power your business.

Even though analysts
estimate that downtime
can cost organizations
$100,000 or more per
hour, it is often difficult
or, in some cases, nearly
impossible to get “good”
information about the
data flows that power
your business.
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CLEO DASH BOARDS™

Visibility Made Easy™

Users can view the information they need in a clean, easy-to-use dashboard format that can be
easily customized and tailored. Cleo Dashboards come with a library of prebuilt templates that allow
users to start viewing data immediately.

View Transfer Information

Track summary and detail information related to data flowing through your organization. Filter on key
categories including trading partner, host folder, and file direction to zero in on the information you
need. Gain visual representation of file movements and checkpoints, such as age of file and date the
file was received or transferred, including the ability to drill down on any items that may impact the
business. Filter on trading partners or host folders and see your top trading partners and their activity
via an easy to understand screen.

View Detail Reports

View detailed reports that allow you to focus on the details that matter to you most, including start
time, end time, status, direction, protocol, file name, file type, file size, tracked type, and run type, as
well as common EDI details including interchange, functional group, transactional number, control
number, message type, data segment count, and acknowledgment status.

View SLA/KPI Reports

Managing to Service Level Agreements (SLAs) can improve your business performance and help
influence decisions on who to buy from and sell to. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) can help you
monitor and report on how trading partners track against the performance indicators that mean the
most to your business. With Cleo’s SLA/KPI Dashboard, you can view appropriate details by trading
partner or mailbox to track SLA and KPI, ensuring business targets are being met. Quickly see the
status of data flows in relation to key performance metrics that you assign in order to improve the
management of file movement and identification of any problems within seconds.

Visibility is key when
companies are
looking to expand or
grow their business.
By enabling you
to view and act on
the critical data
moving through
your business, Cleo
Dashboards help
companies increase
organizational
efficiency,
lower total cost
of ownership
(TCO), and
improve business
responsiveness.
To put the power
of a Move View
Act™ solution
to work for your
integration needs,
visit cleo.com.

Create Custom Reports

While Cleo Dashboards come with a variety of standard reports, you can also customize reports to
ensure that you have access to reports that mean the most to you and your business.

Move View Act™

Most integration solutions in the marketplace focus exclusively on moving the data. Cleo solutions
provide you with the added ability to enable the right people to view timely information and then
act more quickly with data-driven business decisions ahead of the competition. You can monitor
and track performance metrics from both an IT and business perspective, as well as act on data
via reports and dashboards based on your business needs. Leadership in today’s informationoverload mode of business requires the ability to quickly filter the right information, detect changing
conditions, and predict outcomes. By putting Move View Act™ power to work in your company, you
are enabling faster and more informed decision-making to be a critical success factor.
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